Voices from the road echo in Manas Dewan’s book “Dear Journey”
•
•
•

Collection of 2 novellas, Dear Journey is a unique ‘flip book’ where travel narratives and mystical
fables come together
Anchored in the spirit of Dionysian exploration, the book Dear Journey is inspired by the author’s
experiences and life lessons from his 18-country motorbike trip with his wife
#DearJourneyBook #DostiOnWheels

Pune, India: How does it feel when the dust of the road claims your soul? In pithy, lucid narratives,
Manas Dewan describes the art of casting away from the familiar world and plunging headfirst into
the unknown. “Reality is not just what we experience within the four walls of our home or
workplace… there is a bigger world out there if we are willing to trust providence” commented
Manas Dewan elaborating on how he put a pause to his prolific corporate career of two decades to
succumb to the lure of the road. Accompanied by his wife Dr. Anuradha Dewan the couple travelled
on their motorbike covering 18 countries and 20,000kilometres over a period of four months.
•

As the duo took to the open road on their motorbike, they were greeted by experiences- comic,
turbulent and inspiring. These are stories of inner transformation- experiences and lessons from
the book of life. It is such narratives that find place in the first novella titled ‘Dear Journey
Freewheeling’.

•

The second novella is called ‘Dear Journey Within’ and guides the reader into the wilderness
where fantastic creatures and magical experiences reveal deeper meanings for the intrepid
traveller. These ‘Fables for Grownups’ are poetic in style and mystic in appeal.

An unputdownable study for anyone who has the spirit of the gypsy within, brace yourself for
amazement, magic and introspection with the lucidly scripted book “Dear Journey.”
About Manas Dewan: A corporate professional with over 2 decades of experience, Manas Dewan
has led global brands in India, Europe and Middle East. He hails from Guwahati, is settled in Pune,
Maharashtra with his wife Dr. Anuradha Bhonsale Dewan who holds a PhD. in Philosophy and is a
reputed Life Coach and Corporate Trainer.
- ### Amazon: https://www.amazon.in/gp/product/9387282864
Website: http://dostionwheels.com/
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